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Race Cremefillian Rank Novice 
 

Attributes Skills Edges Hindrances 
Agility D6 Fighting (Agility) D6 Foul Taste Delusional (Major) 
Smarts D6 Contanimation (Vigor) D10 Tweenking Enemy (Minor) 
Spirit D6 Healing D6 Spongy Flesh Greedy (Minor) 
Strength D4 Guts (Spirit) D8 Arcane Background:  
Vigor D10 Throwing (Agility) D6 Contanimator  
Pace 6” Knowledge: Science D4   
Parry 5 Taunt (Smarts) D6   
Toughness 7     
Charisma 0     
 

Weapon Range ROF Damage Weight Notes 
Slingshot 6/12/24 1 2d4 8 yorts  
 
Powers 
Contanimation, Bolt, Summon Contanimants. 
370 
EQUIPMENT 
Decent armour (+2), decent clothing, backpack, lantern, manacles, 80 clams. 
 
Description 
Yellahead’s down home crazy. Even if you just met him it’ll take you about five seconds to figure it out. Yellahead 
grew up in a family of seriously whacked out Jemima’s witnesses that had their holy doo-rags on way too tight. 
Yellahead not only dislikes the Hoomanrace with all the zeal and righteous indignation of a fanatic, but he’s 
convinced that they’re still around despite overwhelmingly sane evidence to the contrary. Yellahead is immersed 
in conspiracy theories filled and is convinced that the descendents of the Hoomanrace are watching his every 
move and can read his mind unless he wears his “thought shield” (a hat made out of tin foil, coat hangers, and 
filled with dead bugs). If anyone even pays attention to his ramblings he’ll go on for hours and present them with 
“compelling first-hand evidence” of the Hoomanrace’s clandestine plan to re-assert themselves as the rulers of 
Oith. Yellahead has great aspirations of joining the Jemima’s Witnesses as a frontline soldier for their cause but 
isn’t quite there yet. 
 
Yellahead has seriously ticked off the local Hoomanitarian chapter by staging protests outside of their temple and 
made their official “list” when he was caught graffito-tagging their temple with crude pictures of Cremefillians 
whizzing on the Hoomanrace. The Hoomanitarians used to just write him off as a harmless nutcase but now they 
make sure that he keeps his distance. 
 
Yellahead, although thoroughly deluded, has a very strong sense of self and has outstanding potential as a 
contaminator. He’s currently scraping together all the clams he can to get some cool weapons to equip a 
contanimatronic minion capable of beating up Hoomanitarians. Stick it to the man! 


